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Discover the remarkable life of Paul the Apostle...Free BONUS Inside!It is a verifiable fact that
the Apostle Paul was one of the most prolific writers of the New Testament, making him one of
the founders of the Christian religion that we know today. Although he came on the scene after
Jesus Christ, it could be argued that Saint Paul played the second biggest role in the history of
Christianity. This is rather fascinating considering the fact that he began his career as one of the
biggest persecutors of the faith. Paul was a devout follower of Judaism and initially considered
the Christians a heretical sect that needed to be stamped out. All of that changed when he made
a trip to the ancient Syrian city of Damascus in the early first century.This book follows the life of
Paul the Apostle and the ultimate transformation that he experienced.Discover a plethora of
topics such asEarly LifeConversion to ChristianityThe Stoning at LystraJourney to
EuropeArrested in JerusalemExecution in RomeAnd much more!So if you want a concise and
informative book on Paul the Apostle, simply scroll up and click the "Buy now" button for instant
access!

“Don Sheldon is the unchallenged guardian angel of the mountain climber and downed aviator
in distress...his story is a rare opportunity for those who place the quest for high adventure
above all other worthy endeavors.” ―L.A. Herald Examiner“We'll wager this is one book you
won't be able to put down!” ―Seattle Times“It's full of hair-raising true stories. I have flown with
Don Sheldon. He is one of our super airmen.” ―Lowell Thomas--This text refers to the paperback
edition.From the Back CoverDon Sheldon has been called 'Alaska's bush pilot among bush
pilots', but he was also just one man in a fragile airplane who, in the end, was solely responsible
for each mission he flew, be it a high-risk landing to the rescue of others from certain death in the
mountains of Alaska or the routine delivery of supplies to a lonely homesteader. Read this book
to learn how a hero was born, and also how he made his courageous journey to the unknown
skies of dealing with cancer. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJames
Greiner is an author of children's books. Published credits of James Greiner include Rebelde
Con Causa/Taking Charge and Wager with the Wind: The Don Sheldon Story.--This text refers to
the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Wager With the
WindA Step And A HalfThe mountain, 60 miles northwest of where he stood on his dirt airstrip in
Talkeetna, always gave him a clue to the approaching weather. On this Christmas day of 1958,
he could see from the cloud layers building up around the mountain that a storm was brewing.
More than any other man alive, Donald Edward Sheldon knows Mount McKinley--its soul-
inspiring beauty and its basic savagery. He understands the lure of the mountain, called "Denali"
by the Athabascan Indians, and respects the almost unparalleled mental and physical stamina
needed to meet the challenge of this forbidding giant. Sheldon's love affair with this monolith of a



forgotten Ice Age began with his first sight of North America's tallest mountain, rising 20,320 feet
above Alaska's spruce-cloaked interior. She has been his mistress ever since.The brisk wind
tugged at his clothes and banged the sliding hangar doors. Snow blown off the roof swirled
around him. Sheldon was glad he had hangared four of his planes before the blizzard could
begin. As he stepped inside to check his schedule for the day, he heard the jangling of the
phone barely rising above the noise of the wind. It was a dispatcher from Tenth Rescue Division
at Elmendorf Air Force Base in Anchorage.The news the dispatcher gave Sheldon was anything
but good. A huge military C-54 transport was overdue. It had left Anchorage the day before en
route for Shemya, in the Aleutian Islands, but it never got there. Radio contact had been lost after
the big plane --carrying passengers, Christmas packages, and the payroll for thetroops at
Shemya Air Force Base--called a position report 100 miles southwest of Anchorage. At the time
of the last report, the plane had been flying in heavily overcast weather.The Alaska Peninsula
spawns a system of foul weather that has affected the entire history of Alaskan aviation. In the
early forties, during the Second World War, both the Japanese and American war machines
were hard pressed to cope with it, and Dutch Harbor became a word that most GIs and military
tacticians would like to forget--permanently. The long string of tiny treeless islands, with names
like Attu, Umnak, Atka, and the Rats, are strung out from the peninsula into the vastness of the
North Pacific, where they are steeped continually in the heavy fog, wind, and zero-zero overcast
for which such maritime environments are notorious. The weather does not get much better as it
approaches the base of the peninsula near Port Moller and Cold Bay."Tenth Rescue didn't
initiate a search because of the weather, and the guy asked me if I'd be interested, to which I
said, 'You bet!' After I hung up, I looked at the weather south of town, and I knew that this
wouldn't be any lark, 'cause she was stacked up like sour biscuit dough as far as I could see,
which wasn't very far."Into the Super Cub's boot, Sheldon loaded cans containing four extra
hours of gasoline, a pair of snowshoes, and his survival gear, which as always was packed into a
big red nylon bag that closely resembles a fat sausage. He had decided to begin his search
somewhere in the north quadrant of Mount Iliamna, a 10,016-foot active (smoking) volcano, 180
miles south of Talkeetna. The peak is on a direct airway to Shemya and 1,200 miles to the
northeast.After topping off his wing tanks and slipping into his parka and felt-lined overshoes, he
took off to the south and set a course that would take him over the braided and frozen Susitna
River to Cook Inlet. Once there, he planned to follow the coastal flats to the vicinity of Tyonek
and Trading Bay. This course would place him just a short hop from Iliamna."Tenth Rescue had
told me that they had layered clouds in the vicinity of Iliamna, and man they weren't kiddin'. It
looked like a milk shake, and the trip down had been like the old roller coaster. I had just recently
installed a powerful HF radio in the airplane, and I figured that I could call New York City on 3411
if I had to. Right now, I was busy just lookin' for a place to start lookin'."The tiny Super Cub, 7163
Delta, jumped like a scalded cat asSheldon closed with the base of Iliamna. Looking for a break
in the low ceiling, he flew south to the vicinity of Iniskin Bay."I noticed right off when I got to
Iniskin that the wind, which was blasting out of the south, was thinning the cloud deck on that



side of the mountain, but the north side was a swirling mass of snow, pushed by a wind that I
estimated to be blowing at about 30 to 40 knots."Sheldon now had to play what cards he had or
get out of the game. Once on the north side of Iliamna, there would be no room for even a
carelessly drawn breath, because low-level flight along the slopes of any mountain is risky when
there is high wind and little visibility."I got as low as I could after I ducked into the clouds, and like
I figured, couldn't see a thing except occasional snow and rocks. I could smell the stinking sulfur
fumes from the volcano rifts as I got downwind of 'em through the cracks in the Cub's door, and it
was a bad scene. Each time I punched a hole in the low clouds, I hoped they weren't stuffed with
rocks."In a deal like this one, all you can do is follow your hunches, and you'll last longer--unless,
of course, they turn out to be wrong. The hunch I had told me first that they were on the north
side of the mountain, and then it said to look higher. I had the growing feeling that if I could only
get to 8,500 or 9,000 feet, I'd find something. At this point, the wind is rippin' and tearin', and I'd
been in the overcast for about half an hour. I started to look for a hole to go up through."During
his entire career, Sheldon has been a firm believer in what he casually calls "good hunches,"
and he was willing to play his hunches here on the jagged slopes of a mountain that was, for the
most part, unfamiliar to him. On McKinley, he has come to know the mountain so intimately that
he can get but a momentary glimpse of rock and ice and know exactly where he is and in which
direction he is traveling, but not here."I was headed north and climbing, and in the process of
making a turn to the left. I had just about made up my mind for the 8th time that I'd never get to
nine grand [9,000 feet] when out of the corner of my eye, I spotted something that made my old
ticker stand still. There she lay, and would you believe--the transport was scattered for half a
mile."Sheldon swung the Super Cub in a dangerously steep bank tonegate the chance of losing
the site of the crash. On his first return pass, he thought he could see numbers, but he needed to
get closer."The damned scud and sulfur fumes, which smelled like rotten eggs, were streaming
across my line of vision, and the Cub was bouncing up and down in the turbulence. The
numbers of the plane were on the tail fin, and because of their size, I ended up readin' 'em on my
7th pass at 50 feet of altitude."Sheldon hastily jotted the registry of the plane on a scrap of
brown paper as he climbed away from the grisly scene. During the course of the seven on-the-
deck sweeps he had made over the broken plane, death had been but a single moderate
downdraft away."I pulled out over the ocean on the south side and gave Elmendorf a holler on
3411, and they came in like the guy was sittin' next to me.""Ah, Roger 63 Delta, go ahead," said
a calm military voice."I say, 'Hey, are these numbers correct?' and then I read 'em off."The
military voice verified the plane's registry. Sheldon "hauled anchor" and landed on the beach in a
wind-sheltered cove near Trading Bay only long enough to dump the red 80-octane gas he
carried through the chamois-skin strainer and stretch his cramped legs. Then it was back to
Talkeetna for a Christmas turkey and a game of poker at the Bucket of Blood Bar.Sheldon
received a special citation from the U.S. Air Force for his efforts in finding the lost plane.An
interesting incident closely related to his location of the C-54 would occur six years later. He was
asked by an amateur treasure hunter from the Talkeetna area to take him to Mount Iliamna to



look for "base metals.""I hauled this guy, along with 2,000 pounds of gear, down there in the ski
plane, and when I finally got him landed, I suddenly realized we were at 8,250 feet, just 2 miles
west of the snow-buried site of the 1958 disaster. The military had, of course, put the place off
limits and listed it as an unrecoverable disaster. This was six years later, and the off limits
designation wouldn't be removed till the following year. My flesh crawled when it suddenly
dawned on me what this dude had in mind. I walked up to the guy and said, 'If you plan to
salvage the valuables from that C-54, mister, you're going to do it over my dead body, and you
got just 20 more seconds to get your butt into this here Cub, or I'm headed for
Elmendorf.'"Sheldon knew that in addition to the personal effects that lay beneath the snow, the
payroll for the military installation at Shemya was still there too."We almost had a knockdown
battle right there on the side of old Iliamna before the guy thought better of it and hopped into the
Cub. He sulked as I took him back to Talkeetna, and after back-hauling all that gear, I figured
here was one trip I'd never collect for, but I was wrong. He paid off later, but since that day to this,
I'm definitely not on his list of favorite speaking acquaintances." From the flickering shadow of a
tiny airplane on the rugged granite face of a remote mountain to the momentary darkness of
spring clouds racing over an endless sea of bunchgrass prairie is an effortless shift in time for
one who remembers well.Donald Edward Sheldon was born in Mt. Morrison, Colorado, on
November 21, 1921. In 1923, the family moved to Wyoming.Sheldon's world then consisted of a
small ranch--a few hundred acres ... --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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PAUL THE APOSTLEA Life from Beginning to EndCopyright © 2020 by Hourly History.All rights
reserved.Table of ContentsIntroductionEarly LifeConversion to ChristianityFirst Missionary
JourneyThe Stoning at LystraThe Council of JerusalemJourney to EuropeThe Third
JourneyArrested in JerusalemExecution in RomeConclusionBibliographyYour Free eBooks!
IntroductionThe apostle we know as Paul began this life with the name of Saul. Although it
cannot be known for certain, it is believed that Paul was named after the biblical Hebrew king of
Israel who was also named Saul. His birth date is another mystery, but most chroniclers have
pegged it down to being somewhere between 5 BCE and 5 CE.Paul was of a Jewish
background and likely born to prosperous and religiously faithful parents in the city of Tarsus,
which is located in modern-day south-central Turkey. Tarsus was a busy port city and a vibrant
part of the Roman Empire at the time. The Book of Acts makes the case that Paul was actually
born a Roman citizen, although scholars still debate this fact.Whether he was born a citizen or
not, Paul almost certainly learned Greek from a very early age. Along with Latin, Greek was the
lingua franca, or universal language, of the Roman Empire. Paul knew the Greek language so
well, in fact, that some tried to spread the conspiratorial theory that Paul was never Jewish at all
and instead was a Greek in disguise.As ridiculous as it may sound, an early Christian sect called
the Ebionites, which was at odds with Paul, suggested that Paul was a Greek who fell in love
with the daughter of a Jewish high priest and that he converted to Judaism in order to win her
heart. It was then suggested that it was when these attempts failed that the crafty Paul rejected
Judaism and turned to Christianity. This, of course, is a major departure from the biblical
narrative that has Paul described as a pharisee endowed with power from the temple to bring
wayward Jews—namely Christians—to justice.So, what is the truth when it comes to the Apostle
Paul? Although many of the stories and legends about Paul are impossible to verify or debunk,
this book attempts to peel back the centuries of doctrine, rhetoric, gossip, and gospel to
describe his life in full.Chapter OneEarly Life“If God is for us, who can be against us?”—Paul the
ApostleJust like any other child brought up in Judaism, the time eventually came for young Paul
to take part in his bar mitzvah. The bar mitzvah is a kind of public coming-of-age celebration in
which a young man is deemed to be grown up enough to be accountable for his actions and
more keenly observe the tenants of the faith. Paul received his bar mitzvah at the age of 12, and
it was right after this that he was sent off to study Jewish law under the Pharisaic rabbi Gamaliel
in Jerusalem. According to Paul’s own words, he was a “student of Gamaliel.”Gamaliel would go
on to become one of the greatest scholars of Judaism. He was known as a greatly respected
leader and was said to have been generally tolerant of the early Christian followers even when
his rabbinical peers sought to condemn them. It was Gamaliel who gave his colleagues the
famous words of advice recorded in the Book of Acts, “Refrain from these men, and let them
alone: for if this counsel or this work be of men, it will come to nought: But if it be of God, ye
cannot overthrow it; lest haply ye be found even to fight against God.”One must keep in mind that



when Gamaliel spoke these words, Christianity was by no means the first new sect of Judaism
on the block. Many other breakaway religions and prophets had come and gone throughout the
years, and just as Gamaliel maintained, most had indeed come to naught. So it was that
Gamaliel counseled to leave the Christians alone because if they were practicing a useless
doctrine, it would go by the wayside of its own accord. This was pragmatic advice because
Gamaliel knew the more the Christians were persecuted, the bolder they became. It was his
philosophy that instead of wasting so much of their energy trying to stamp them out, they should
just let them collapse on their own.Despite the professed tolerance of rabbis such as Gamaliel,
early Christian leaders such as Peter and John were constantly under threat, especially if they
dared to preach their message in the temple. Nevertheless, the movement was gaining popular
support right in their midst, and Peter was said to have had some 5,000 adherents. As much as
moderates such as Gamaliel proclaimed that the Jewish leadership should just let the Christians
be, temple authorities were becoming increasingly alarmed. Many were calling on harsher
measures to be exacted against those whom they viewed as disturbers of peace and tradition—
and Paul was among those eager to put down the movement.When a Christian agitator by the
name of Stephen showed up in Jerusalem preaching boldly about Christ, a nervous elite sought
to silence him. Stephen was eventually brought to stand before the Sanhedrin, the legal court of
Jewish elders, on charges of blasphemy. As the New Testament Book of Acts states, certain
witnesses who were present claimed to “have heard him say that this Jesus of Nazareth shall
destroy this place, and shall change the customs which Moses delivered us.” In a theme
frequently repeated in scripture, at the core of the opposition to Christianity were those who
feared that it would disrupt the status quo.Standing in front of those who accused him, Stephen
did not hold back. According to the Book of Acts, he declared in part, “You are just like your
ancestors! You always resist the Holy Spirit! Was there ever a prophet your ancestors did not
persecute? They even killed those who predicted the coming of the Righteous One.” In his
tongue lashing, Stephen gave his critics a bit of a history lesson and reminded them of how so
many of the venerated prophets of the Torah (the first part of the Jewish bible) had been
killed.Being subject to such accusations, the council that had been convened to hear Stephen’s
case were infuriated that the man whom they had accused had brought such stunning
allegations against them. This was intolerable, and it essentially signed Stephen’s death warrant.
Nevertheless, even while the wheels of justice were quickly moving against him, Stephen
showed no fear and is said to have suddenly looked up as he declared, “Look! I see heaven
open and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God!”
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Michael S. Adams, “Good Overview. This short history of the Apostle Paul was good in looking at
some of the most important events that occurred in his life. I did disagree with some of the
conclusions that the author expressed. But I appreciated the timeline that was given. I have
studied both the apostle and the books he penned. Even so, some of the timeline that was
shared in this book were new to me. I always appreciate the fact that in every book I have gotten
from Hourly History there is always new knowledge I gain even when I am already familiar with
the person, place, or thing.”

Ed Mako, “As a Christian, what I didn't know about Paul.. I only knew that Paul was not the
apostle Paul the fowler of Jesus. I knew that he was a convert but I also thought that he worked
with Peter to spread the word of Christ. This book gave me a better understanding of Paul and
made me realize that I didn't really know anything about Paul at all. I'm glad that I read this and
now have a better picture of the man who spread Christianity throughout the known world.”

Israel Drazin, “A very informative history of what we think may have happened. Hourly History
gives us excellent short descriptions of history that tell us the high points in an hour's read. This
book does just that in 42 easy to read pages. It tells us about Paul's early life, his conversion, first
missionary journey, stoning at Lystra, the council in Jerusalem, journey to Europe, the third
journey, arrested in Jerusalem, and his execution in Rome.”

Kathleen Montgomery, “Religious Education. In my humble opinion, this book was very
interesting. I have been seeking knowledge of our past religious leaders and hoping to
understand more of the bible. I have found by reading different authors that I get to know
something about each leader. I had a difficult time putting this book down. Found myself reading
it instead of doing my chores.Thank you for a book that held my attention and helped me
understand more about the early religious leaders.Kathy Montgomery, retired nurse, 76 years.”

Gary Upshaw, “A Central Figure in Christianity. Paul the Apostle (5 AD - 64/67AD) was not one of
the Twelve Apostles of Jesus, but was one of the driving forces to spread Christianity. Initially a
persecutor of Jews, he converted to Christianity after an encounter with God on one of his trips.
Fourteen of the twenty-seven books in the New Testament have traditionally been attributed to
Paul. The Book of Acts details his life. Fact or Myth, the book is interesting read.”

Eugene Alfonso Van Delsen, “This is a version I had not encountered before.. I was very
surprised to read this very interesting version of Paul of Tarsus. It sure made rethink what I
thought I knew about him. As usual enough words to get you interested and want to read in one
session. Thanks Hourly History. A fan.”



Rob Sedgwick, “Excellent account. This is a short account of Paul's life and very interesting it is
without the need to read realms of material.”

Keith Hawton, “Paul the Apostle: A Life from Beginning to End. A good basic introduction to the
life of St Paul.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Greatly compiled work.. Smooth and good flow. Interesting to know more
about such missionaries.Please replace the word 'tenant' with 'tenet' at a few places.”

The book by Hourly History has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 312 people have provided feedback.
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